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Offenses Resulting in a Guilty Plea, Nolo Contendere Plea or Conviction, including Suspended 
Imposition of Sentence and Suspended Execution of Sentence (all offenses listed below are 

felonies unless otherwise noted)

195.130 579.105 Keeping or maintaing a public nuisance
195.202 579.015 Possession or control of a controlled substance
195.204 579.045 Fraudulently attempting to obtain a controlled substance
195.211 579.055 Manufacture of a controlled substance
195.212 579.020 Delivery of a controlled substance
195.213 repealed Unlawful purchase or transport with a minor
195.214 repealed Distribution of a controlled substance near schools
195.217 repealed Crime of distribution of a controlled substance near a park
195.218 579.030 Distribution of controlled substance in a protected location
195.219 repealed Unlawful endangerment of property, penalty
195.222 579.065 Trafficking drugs, first degree
195.223 579.068 Trafficking drugs, second degree
195.226 579.072 Furnishing materials for production of a controlled substance
195.233 579.074 Unlawful possession of drug paraphernalia
195.235 579.076 Unlawful manufacture of drug paraphernalia
195.242 579.080 Delivery of an imitation controlled substance
195.246 repealed Possession of ephedrine
195.248 579.082 Marketing of ephedrine or pseudoephedrine

195.252.2 579.084 Distribution of controlled substance in violation of registration requirements

195.254 579.086 Unlawful delivery of a controlled substance by manufacturer or distributor
195.256 repealed Trademark or trade name, unlawful use of
195.285 repealed Prior and persistent offenders--possession, imprisonment for (see 195.202 and 195.275)

195.291 repealed
Prior and persistent offenders imprisonment for distribution, delivery, manufacture or production 
(see 195.211 and 195.275)

195.292 repealed
Prior drug offenders--unlawful distribution to a minor or unlawful purchase or transport with a 
minor--imprisonment for (see 195.212, 195.213 and 195.275)

Drug Crimes 
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195.295 repealed
Prior and persistent offenders--trafficking drugs, second degree, imprisonment for (see 195.223 
and 195.275)

195.296 repealed Prior offenders--trafficking drugs, first degree, imprisonment for (see 195.222 and 195.275)
195.420 579.110 Possession of methamphetamine precursors

195.515 579.115
Copy of suspicious transaction report for certain drugs to be submitted to chief law enforcement 
officer, when--suspicious transaction defined

198.070.3 Abuse or neglect of residents--failure to report, penalty (misdemeanor)

565.020 First degree murder
565.021 Second degree murder
565.023 Voluntary manslaughter
565.024 Involuntary manslaughter, first degree

X 565.027 Involuntary manslaughter, second degree
565.050 Assault, first degree
565.060 565.052 Assault, second degree
565.063 565.079 Prior and persistent assault offenders
565.065 579.070 Creating a danger

565.070.4 565.054 Assault, third degree
565.072 Domestic assault, first degree
565.073 Domestic assault, second degree

565.074.3 Domestic assault, third degree
565.075 repealed Assault while on school property

X 565.076 Domestic assault, fourth degree

565.081 repealed
Assault of a law enforcement officer, corrections officer, emergency personnel, highway worker, 
utility worker, cable worker, or probation and parole officer in the first degree

565.082 repealed
Assault of a law enforcement officer, corrections officer, emergency personnel, highway worker, 
utility worker, cable worker, or probation and parole officer in the second degree 

565.084 575.095 Tampering with a judicial officer
565.085 575.155 Crime of endangering a corrections employee
565.086 575.157 Endangering a mental health employee, visitor, or another offender
565.090 Harassment, first degree

Offenses Related to Convalescent, Nursing and Boarding Homes

Offenses Against the Person
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565.095 574.140 Cross burning
565.110 Kidnapping, first degree
565.115 Child kidnapping
565.120 Kidnapping, second degree
565.130 Kidnapping, third degree
565.150 Interference with custody
565.153 Parental kidnapping
565.156 Child abduction
565.180 repealed Elder abuse in the first degree
565.182 repealed Elder abuse in the second degree

X 565.189 Filing a false elder abuse or neglect report
X 565.218 Failure to report vulnerable person abuse or neglect
X 565.222 Filing a false vulnerable person abuse report

565.225 Stalking, first degree
X 565.227 Stalking, second degree

565.252 Invasion of privacy, first degree
565.253 repealed Invasion of privacy, second degree
565.210 repealed Vulnerable person abuse, first degree
565.212 repealed Vulnerable person abuse, second degree
565.214 repealed Vulnerable person abuse, third degree
565.300 Infant's protection act--definitions--crime of infanticide
565.350 579.090 Tampering with a prescription or a drug prescription order

566.030 Rape, first degree
X 566.031 Rape, second degree

566.032 Statutory rape and attempt to commit, first degree
566.034 Statutory rape, second degree
566.040 566.031 Sexual assault - transferred to rape, second degree
566.060 Sodomy, first degree

X 566.061 Sodomy, second degree
566.062 Statutory sodomy and attempt to commit, first degree
566.064 Statutory sodomy, second degree
566.067 Child molestation, first degree

Sexual Offenses 
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566.068 Child molestation, second degree    
X 566.069 Child molestation, third degree

566.070 566.061 Deviate sexual assault
X 566.071 Child molestation, fourth degree

566.083 Sexual misconduct involving a child
566.086 Sexual contact with a student
566.090 repealed Sexual misconduct, first degree
566.100 Sexual abuse, first degree

X 566.101 Sexual abuse, second degree
566.103 Crime of promoting online sexual solicitation
566.111 Sex with an animal

X 566.115 Sexual contact with a nursing facility resident or vulnerable person, first degree
566.145 Sexual contact with prisoner or offender
566.147 Certain offenders not to reside within one thousand feet of a school or child care facility 

566.150
Certain offenders not to be present or loiter within five hundred feet of a public park or swimming 
pool

566.151 Enticement of a child
566.153 Age misrepresentation with intent to solicit a minor
566.155 Certain offenders not to serve as athletic coaches, managers, or trainers
566.203 Abusing an individual through forced labor
566.206 Trafficking for the purpose of slavery, involuntary servitude, peonage, or forced labor
566.209 Trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation
566.212 566.211 Sexual trafficking of a child
566.213 566.210 Sexual trafficking of a child under age twelve
566.215 Contributing to human trafficking

566.221 578.475
International marriage brokers, notice to recruits--criminal history record and marital history 
record to be disseminated

568.020 Incest 
568.045 Endangering the welfare of a child in the first degree
568.050 Endangering the welfare of a child, second degree
568.060 Abuse or neglect of a child
568.175 Trafficking in children

Offenses Against the Family
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569.020 570.023 Robbery, first degree 
569.025 repealed Pharmacy robbery, first degree
569.030 570.025 Robbery, second degree
569.035 repealed Pharmacy robbery, second degree
569.040 Arson, first degree
569.050 Arson, second degree
569.070 574.080 Causing catastrophe
569.160 Burglary, first degree

570.030 Stealing
570.040 repealed Stealing, third offense
570.090 Forgery
570.145 Financial exploitation of the elderly and disabled
570.223 Identity theft

575.230 Aiding escape of a prisoner 

576.080 Supporting terrorism

577.010^
Driving while intoxicated (if found by the court to be an aggravated (3 or more) or chronic (4 or 
more) offender under section 577.023

577.012^
Driving with excessive blood alcohol content (if found by the court to be an aggravated (3 or more) 
or chronic (4 or more) offender under section 577.023

577.023^ Aggravated chronic, persistent and prior offenders

589.400 Registration of certain offenders with chief law officers of county of residence

Stealing and Related Offenses

Robbery, Arson, Burglary and Related Offenses 

Sex Offender Registration Offenses

Offenses Affecting Government

Public Safety Offenses

Offenses Against the Administration of Justice
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630.155 Mistreatment of patient
630.160 Furnishing unfit food (misdemeanor)

DISCLAIMER - The criminal offenses listed in this chart are for reference purposes. The list of disqualifying criminal offenses is 
contained in section 630.170, RSMo, which may be modified annually by the legislature. If there is a conflict between the crimes listed 
in this chart and section 630.170, section 630.170 is controlling. 

Explanatory Notes:

Mental Health Code Offenses

(3) Senate Bill 491 (2014) rewrote the criminal code effective January 1, 2017. Criminal statutes were repealed, transferred, amended 
and/or newly created as indicated in the column marked "Missouri Revised Statute Section (effective January 1, 2017)." Repealed crimes 
remain disqualifying pursuant to section 630.170, RSMo. Transferred statutes remain disqualifying under the original statutory section, as 
well as the new section. 

(2)  Senate Bill 229 (2013) also added the following offenses as disqualifying crimes: (a) equivalent felony offenses committed in other 
states; (b) equivalent federal felony offenses; and (c) equivalent offenses under the Uniform Code of Military Justice.   See Section 
630.170.2.

(1)  Offenses with a caret (^) after the section number are added disqualifying offenses that apply to employees hired after January 1, 
2014, pursuant to Senate Bill 229 (2013).
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